PERPENDICULAR STRIPS

♦ STRIP TYPE WK 100
Strips formed of hard aluminum foil, thickness 0,5mm in a shape of vertical blades of 100cm height, coated in both sides with electrostatic polyester powder. They are placed in a supporting beam of galvanized sheet steel sections, with dimensions 20 x 40mm and 0,6mm thickness with notches, so that the blades create openings 100mm. They are suspended from the ceiling with special fast and safe leveling galvanized hangers.

♦ STRIP TYPE WK 150
Strips formed of hard aluminum foil, thickness 0,5mm in a shape of vertical blades of 150cm height, coated in both sides with electrostatic polyester powder. They are placed in a supporting beam of galvanized sheet steel sections with dimensions 20 x 40mm and 0,6mm thickness with notches, so that the blades create openings 150mm. They are suspended from the ceiling with special fast and safe leveling galvanized hangers.

♦ INSTALLATION
The supporting beam is suspended from the ceiling per 1,20m via ceiling hangers, the runners are placed in a 1,20m distance between them, whereas at the edges, are placed in a distance less than 30cm.
The strips are fixed in the supporting beam with a simple pressure from the bottom, within the respective notches of the supporting beam. At the edges, the strips are placed 2-3cm by the wall, whereas the distance between middle ends of the strips is 2cm.

A P P L I C A T I O N S
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